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ABSTRACT 
The exact upper bound for the norm distance between two normal matrices is 
given as a function of their eigenvalues. Among the applications, we obtain an 
inequality related to the Cartesian decomposition of a matrix and the evaluation of the 
Hadamard multiplier norms for matrices in a certain broad class. 0 Elseuier Science 
Inc., 1996 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years a great deal of effort h as been devoted to the study 
of the spectral-variation problem for normal matrices. Let A and B be any 
normai n X n matrices and let their eigenvalues be denoted by A,, A,, . . . , A, 
and ~1, ~2,. . . > p,,, respectively. We want to get the best possible lower and 
upper bound for the norm distance ]I A - B]] given in terms of their eigenval- 
ues. A prototype of such results is the following inequality: 
which holds true if A - B is normal as well. Here S, denotes the set of all 
permutations of n indices. Note that both inequalities are sharp, as is seen by 
choosing A and B to be appropriate diagonal matrices. The left-hand 
estimate was proved by Bhatia [l] and the right-hand one by Sunder [8]. A 
special case of the above inequality with A and B Hermitian was obtained as 
early as in 1912 by Weyl [lo]. A n interested reader will find further 
references on the topic in [2]. 
It seems natural to ask if the above inequalities hold true for arbitrary 
normal matrices. In the case of the right-hand inequality this question has the 
following equivalent formulation. We denote by % the group of all n X n 
unitary matrices, and introduce 
F(A,, A, ,...,A,; p1,p2,...,p,) = m= IIA - uBu*lI. 
UE92/ (1) 
Observe that this function depends only on the eigenvalues of A and B. We 
want to know whether (1) is equal to the so-called maximal spectral distance 
This question was open for a while and then answered in [7] negatively. It was 
shown there that we have to multiply the spectral distance (2) by fi in order 
to obtain a (necessarily sharp) upper bound for (1). 
It is our intention to give an explicit formula for the function (1). This will 
enable us to simplify the search for cases when G may be replaced by 1 in 
the above estimate. As further applications, we will obtain in Section 3 an 
inequality related to the Cartesian decomposition of a matrix and the evalua- 
tion of the Hadamard multiplier norms for matrices of the form [ Ai - ~~1. 
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Results given in this paper may also shed some light on the other, more 
interesting question for the lower bound. Namely, if we replace the maximum 
in (I) by a minimum, we can ask whether the obtained distance between the 
unitary orbits of A and B is bounded from below by the minimal spectral 
distance, i.e. the expression obtained from (2) if we replace the first of the 
two maximums by a minimum. Again, there have been very many instances 
given in the literature when this was true, and it has been shown that the 
distance between the unitary orbits is bounded from below by a constant 
times the minimal spectral distance and that this constant may be chosen 
independent of n [l, 31. H owever, there has been a recent breakthrough on 
the subject by finding 3 x 3 matrices A and B for which this constant is 
actually different than 1 [5]. The sharp constant for this estimate, though, 
remains an open question. Understanding the upper estimate better might 
help in understanding the lower estimate better as well. 
2. THE DISTANCE FUNCTION 
In this section we will give an explicit formula for the distance function 
defined by (1). We will first consider the special case that A and B are 
normal 2 X 2 matrices having eigenvalues A,, A, and pi, pz, respectively. 
Assume also that the spectra of A and B do not lie on parallel lines. Then 
there exist uniquely determined concentric circles such that one of them 
contains the eigenvalues of A and the other one the eigenvalues of B. So, 
interchanging the roles of A and B and renumbering the eigenvalues, if 
necessary, there exist s, t E [0,2rr) and uniquely determined numbers 
a, b, s’, t’ > 0, and c E @ such that 
A, = c + ae”(“+“), A, = c + ae”(s-S’), 
~~ = c + be’(t+“) pu, = c + be’(’ -t’), (3) 
where 0 < s’ < t’ < n/2. Observe that s (t) is uniquely determined if 
s’ < 7r/2 (t’ < r/2), and choose either of the two possible values of s (t> in 
the only ambiguous case. We also write 
pl  = c + bei(s+‘l), ,+ = c + be++‘2), (4) 
where -r < t, < rr, k = 1,2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A and B be norm& 2 X 2 matrices having eigenual- 
ues A,, A, and pl, pLz, respectiuely. 
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(a) g the spectra of A and B do not lie on parallel lines and s’ + 
max{lt,l, It,l} < n-, then HA,, A,; pl, ~~1 = mxCIAj - pkl:j, k = L2). 
(b) If the spectra of A and B do not lie on parallel lines and s’ + 
max(lt,l, It,11 > T, then NA,, A,; pl, luz) = a + b. 
(c) If the spectra of A and B lie on parallel lines, then F(A,, A,; pl, 
/_L~> = max{lAj - pkl:j, k = 1,2). 
REMARK. Assume that the spectra of A and B do not lie on parallel 
lines and that s’ = 7r/2. Then we have two possibilities for choosing s in (3), 
and hence, two possibilities for defining t, and t, by (4). We will show that 
the assertion of the above theorem does not depend on the particular choice 
of s. Indeed, s’ = m/2 yields t’ = rr/2. The spectra of A and B do not 
belong to the same line, and consequently, max{lt, I, It,I} > 77-/2 holds true 
for both possible choices of s. So in both cases condition (b) is fulfilled. 
Proof. Let us first assume that the spectra of A and B do not lie on 
parallel lines. The function F is continuous [7, p. 5961. There is no loss of 
generality in assuming that s’ < t’; if necessary, make a small perturbation to 
achieve this [note that replacing s’ by s’ - E does not effect conditions (a) 
and (b) if E is small enough]. The function F is independent of the choice of 
the origin in the complex plane. Moreover, it doesn’t change its value when 
we rotate the plane. Hence, we can assume that c = s = 0, so that we may 
write A = aV and B = bW where V and W are unitary. Since multiplication 
by unitaries leaves the operator norm unchanged, we have 
F( 4, A,; ~1, CLZ) = ~Ecyllal - bWU*V*UII. 
Thus the problem reduces to determining all of the eigenvalues of all the 
unitaries U = WV*V* U, U E Y, appearing in (5). We claim that these 
consist of two arcs El and E, on the unit circle, corresponding to arguments 
in the intervals [tl - s’, t, + s’] and [tz - s’, t, + s’]. 
Indeed, by [2, Theorem 12.41, each eigenvalue of 6 must be within 
IIC - W(I of an eigenvalue of W; but a(W) = (eitl, eit2}, IlC - WI1 = III - 
V*Il = 11 - eiS’I, an d ‘g ei envalues of the unitary c are on the unit circle; thus 
it is clear that each eigenvalue of such an t? lies in El U E,. To see that such 
eigenvalues fill all of E, U E,, note first that since U ranges over all 
unitaries, we may assume that V and W are diagonal, say V = diag(e’“‘, e-“‘1 
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and W = cliag(e”‘l, eit2). Then as U follows any unitary path from 1 to 
0 1 
[ I 10’ 
the eigenvalues of the corresponding G migrate from {e’(fl-“), e’(‘?+“)} to 
{ei(tl+s’), el(f2-~‘) }. Now the condition s’ < t’ ensures that the arcs E, and E, 
are disjoint, so that the migrating eigenvalues must sweep across each of the 
arcs. 
Finally, since the matrices in (5) are normal, we have 
In case (a) the interiors of the arcs do not include - 1 and the maximum 
clearly occurs when z is an endpoint of one of the arcs. It follows that 
In case (b) we may take z = - 1 to attain the maximum a + b. Finally, in 
case (c) a small perturbation places us in case (a). This completes the proof. 
w 
Now we are in a position to give an explicit formula for F for general n. 
In the proof of our main result we will need two more lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Given arbitrary complex n-tuples (A,, . . . , A,,) and 
(P,>...>&J, and a positive E, there exist complex n-tuples (h, , . . . , II,,> and 
(j&>...> /I,) such that: 
(i) IA, - Ail < E and 1 pi - jii\ < E for i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
(ii) hi # Aj, j& # E;;,, Ai # jij, and /Ii + /Ii for all indices i z j. 
(iii) The boundary f o any circle in the complex plane contains at most 
three points from the set of h’s and at most three points from ji’s. 
(iv) The boundaries of any couple of concentric circles in the complex 
plane contain at most four points from the union of the sets of i’s and fi’s. 
Proof. This lemma was stated and proved in exactly the same form in [7] 
as Lemma 2.1. w 
Jo uuou ay* #Vtp tpns puv ‘ *g puv c 
*~7 ‘g ‘v spun guvymu~ tiyzoauv~pw~s 
sz $2 3vy ~+~n.s om? Jo au0 -iayJra uo~sum?p 50 u 3 50 x mvdsqns v s3s)xa away 
uay* ‘Ila - v II = 11 d28n - v 11 
m 3 nwuJ ‘-laymJ ‘51 ‘Z’Z muzu~ 50 (A!) 
puv (U) suo~$~puo3 @i~~VS u ‘ . . - ‘z ‘1 = ? -105 W puv ?y san~vnu&~a am~adsm 
-1zay~ $31 puv ‘sm~wu u x u pmdou om+ aq 8 puv v ~7 
yz vnlu37 
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side of (6), and let X be the invariant subspace the existence of which has 
been guaranteed by Lemma 2.3. Consider first the case when the dimension 
of X is one. Let e, be a unit vector from X, and observe that it is an 
eigenvector for A with corresponding eigenvalue equal to, say, h,, it is also 
an eigenvector for B with corresponding eigenvalue equal to, say, pl. Thus, 
IIA - BII equals IA, - pIi. S ince by considerations similar to the above we 
have to have Ih, - piI equal to say, F(h,, h,; pl, ~~1, Equation (61 must 
hold. Now, if X is two-dimensional, the restriction of A to X must have two 
eigenvalues of A, say, A, and h,. Similarly, the restriction of B to X has 
eigenvalues I and pa. This implies that the left-hand side of (6) equals 
F(h,, h,; pl, ~~1, and we are done. n 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
THEOREM 3.1 [lo]. Let A and B be Hermitian n X n matrices, and let 
their eigenvalues be denoted by h, z h,_ 1 > *-- > A, and CL,, > I*,, ~I > 
... > pl, respectively. Then 
Proof. The above result is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 
2.4. n 
The left-hand inequality given in the following theorem was proved in 191. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a Hermitian n X n matrix with spectrum 
O<h,< 1.. < h,. Assume that B is a skew-Hermitian matrix having eigen- 
values i pl, . . . , ipLn satisfying 0 < pl < .” < p,. Then 
Proof. Assume first that n = 2. Using the fact that the spectra of A and 
B lie on orthogonal rays, one can easily see that condition (a) of Theorem 2.1 
must be satisfied. This yields the right-hand inequality (7) in the special case 
that n = 2. The general case follows from Theorem 2.4. m 
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After we proved this result, Professor Bhatia pointed out that the right- 
hand inequality is equivalent to the following result, which was first proved by 
Mirman [6]. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A and B be nonnegative Hermitian n X n matrices, 
and Zet T = A + iB. Then [IT11’ < (I AlI2 + II Bit’. 
The assumption that A and B are nonnegative is indispensable in the 
above statement. However, it follows from [7, Main Theorem] that for an 
arbitrary matrix T with the Cartesian decomposition T = A + iB the in- 
equality IJT112 < 2(1/ AlI2 + II B112) holds true. The matrix T given by 
T= ’ 2 
[ 1 0 0 
shows that this inequality in sharp. 
REMARK 3.4. Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 may be interpreted as evaluating the 
“Schur norms” of certain matrices (an intricate problem, even in the 2 X 2 
case; Cowen and coworkers have approached this problem from other 
directions; for example, see [4]). By the Schur norm ]]~]]s of a matrix M we 
mean its norm as a Schur or Hadamard multiplier. If A and B are diagonal 
matrices with eigenvalues h, and z_+, and U is unitary, we have 
q/i,, A, ,..., A,; /4, ~2 ,... > /4 = F~$A - UBU*II 
and AU - UB is the Schur product of U with Q = [A, - ~~1. Since the 
Schur norm of Q will be attained at some extreme point of the unit ball, i.e., 
at a unitary U, we see that 
IlQlls = F(A,, A,,..., 4,; ~1, ~2, . . . . j.4. 
Note that the set of all matrices of the form Q is a (2n - l&dimensional 
subspace in the algebra of all n X n matrices. In particular, every 2 X 2 
matrix has the form cZ + Q. 
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